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Abstract

We consider set�valued mappings de�ned on a linear normed space with

convex closed images in IR
n� Our aim is to construct selections which are

�Hadamard� directionally di�erentiable using some approximation of the mul�

tifunction� The constructions suggested assume existence of a cone approxima�

tion given by a certain �derivative� of the mapping� The �rst one makes use

of the properties of Steiner points� The notion of Steiner center is generalized

for a class of unbounded sets� which include the polyhedral sets� The second

construction de�nes a continuous selection through a given point of the graph of

the multifunction and being Hadamard directionally di�erentiable at that point

with derivatives belonging to the corresponding �derivative� of the multifunction�

Both constructions lead to a directionally di�erentiable Castaing representation

of measurable multifunctions with the required di�erentiability properties� The
results are applied to obtain statements about the asymptotic behaviour of mea�

surable selections of random sets via the delta�approach� Particularly� random

sets of this kind build the solutions of two�stage stochastic programs�

Keywords� di�erentiable set�valued mapping� Steiner center� selections� Castaing rep�
resentation� delta�theorem� two�stage stochastic programs

� Introduction

Analysis of the behaviour of set�valued mappings �multifunctions� gives rise to a nat�
ural question� �Can we �nd selections of the mapping under consideration inheriting
their regularity properties��
Let F � X��IRn be a multifunction acting from a linear normed space X in IRn	 A
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mapping f � X � IRn is a selection of F if f�x� � F �x� for all x � X	
By the axiom of choice� such a mapping exists whenever F has non�empty images	 One
is usually interested in �nding a selection with some additional properties� like mea�
surability� continuity� di�erentiability etc	� motivated by the speci�cs of the particular
investigation	
This paper is devoted to the question how di�erentiability properties of a multifunction
are inherited by its selections	
We would like to review some of the results on selections with remarkable properties	
Our brief summary is not an attempt to comment all the interesting results published
on this topic� we just want to mention some of them in order to provide an initial in�
side into the subject	 One of the most celebrated results on the existence of continuous
selections is the following theorem of Michael ���	 If X is a paracompact space and
F is a lower semi�continuous mapping with closed convex images� then F admits a
continuous selection	 The key step in the proof of this theorem is the construction of a
continuous ��approximate selection	 In �
��� Deutsch and Kenderov provide a topologi�
cal characterization of those mappings that admit continuous ��approximate selection	
Existence of Lipschitz�continuous selections has been shown in �� by Aubin and Cel�
lina	
Fundamental results of existence of measurable selections are contained in �
�� 

� ���	
A nice overview of the basic facts how selections inherit measurability� Lipschitz�
continuity etc	 is given in ���	 The reader can �nd there also a presentation of some
special selections and their properties which are widely studied in the literature	
The stronger is the regularity one requires for the selections� the more are the technical
di�culties one is facing	 Asking for di�erentiability is motivated both by theoretical
as well as by practical reasons as we shall see	 It is natural to try to relate some di�er�
entiability property of a set�valued mapping with the di�erentiability of some selection
of it	 When dealing with some mapping expressing solutions of optimization problems�
one usually cannot control all solutions	 One is interested in computing or in having
some information about a selection of it	
Several concepts of di�erentiability of set�valued mappings have been developed in the
literature	 The aim is to gain information of use about the mapping in connection
with optimization and other allied subjects	 Some pioneering geometrical concepts are
presented in ���� which correspond to looking at certain tanget cone to the graph of
the multifunction	 The contingent cone and the Clarke�tangent cone are considered in
��� �� � �� and an intermediate type of tangent cone is �rst treated by Urcescu ��
� and
Frankowska �
�� 
��	
A stronger di�erentiability notion� called proto�di�erentiability� has�been introduced by
Rockafellar ��
�	 It is related to interesting phenomena in optimization as it is shown
in ���� ��� �
�	 To mention brie�y some of them� proto�di�erentiability is commonly
present for the mapping� expressing feasibility in optimization problems� when certain
constraint quali�cation is satis�ed	 It is also a characteristic property of the subgradi�
ent mapping of a convex function� whenever this function is twice epi�di�erentiable	
Another attractive concept of di�erentiability of multifunctions is the semi�di�erentiability	
This concept goes back to Penot ���� and has been developed further by Rockafellar
��
�	 Semi�di�erentiability plays an important role in the so�called delta�approach�
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which provides information about the asymptotic behaviour of stochastic processes	
Delta�theorems establish central limit formulas for random elements� respectively ran�
dom sets in case of measurable multifunctions	 Mappings containing optimal solutions
of stochastic programs are� particularly� of this kind	
Our intention is to establish some relations between the di�erentiability of a set�valued
mapping in the sense above and the existence of selections with corresponding di�er�
entiability properties	 On the way to this end� we extend the notion of a Steiner center
for a class of unbounded sets and obtain another result on the existence of Lipschitz�
continuous selections	
The existence of a di�erentiable selection has been treated in �
�� 
�	 Gautier and
Morchadi consider the so�called Steiner selection and its remarkable properties in �
��	
They assume to have an a�ne approximation of the set�valued mapping and show
that the Steiner selection is di�erentiable then	 This relation is similar to those we
are aiming at	 The problem is that the existence of an a�ne approximation might be
very hard to establish	 In �
�� Dommisch establishes two results on the topic	 The
existence of a smooth partition of unity in IRn is exploited there to prove the existence
of a smooth selection under some condition we will comment at the end of section �	

We follow both approaches in our investigations	 Both� Steiner selections as well as
selections constructed via the partition of unity will be considered	 Both construc�
tions preserve measurability and lead to a Cataing representation with di�erentiability
properties of the measurable multifunction under consideration	 It has nontrivial con�
sequences for the convergence in distribution of selections of random sets	 This problem
is widely studied in the literature �see �
� �� and the references therein�	 The paper
�
� of Artstein provides some fundamental results on this subject	 We will discuss the
matter later on	 In this place we only want to recall that the distribution of a random
set does not determine the distributions of its selections	
An application in two�stage stochastic programming is given	

In section �� we formulate the necessary notions and recall some preliminary facts	
In section �� we propose a slight generalization of the notion of a Steiner center	 This
leads to a result about the existence of Lipschitz�continuous selections of set�valued
mappings with unbounded images� which are not necessarily Lipschitzian themselves	
Further� we show how the Steiner selection inherits the di�erentiability of the multi�
function	 Under certain assumptions directional� proto� and semi�di�erentiability lead
to a directional� respectively Hadamard�directional di�erentiability of the Steiner se�
lection	
Section � contains a construction of a Hadamard directionally di�erentiable selection
of a mapping� which is semi�di�erentiable at some points	 It exploits the existence of
a continuous partition of unity	
In section � measurability properties� Castaing representation theorems and conver�
gence in distribution of selection of random sets are discussed	
In section �� we demonstrate how the previous results� applied to solution sets mappings
of two�stage stochastic programs� might provide information about the asymptotic dis�
tributions of selections of solution sets	
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A last remark is due	 It is possible to prove some of the presented results also for
mappings valued in in�nite dimensional spaces	 This topic exceeds the scope of this
paper and will be investigated elsewhere	

� Di�erentiability of multifunctions

Throughout the whole paper we will consider set�valued mappings F � X��IRn de�ned
on a linear normed space X and having values in IRn	
We denote the graph of F by graphF 	
A general assumption needed is that F has non�empty images� i	e	� F �x� �� � for all
x � X	
The following notions of di�erentiability of set�valued mappings will be used	

De�nition ��� The mapping F � X��IRn is called directionally di�erentiable at a
point ��x� �y� � graphF in direction h � X� if the limit

F ���x� �y� h� � lim
t��

F ��x� th�� �y

t

exists in the sense of Kuratowski�Painlev�e convergence�

Recall that a sequence of closed sets fAng� An � IRn converges to some A � IRn in
the sense of Kuratowski�Painlev�e �written An � A� if and only if the sequence of the
distance functions converges pointwise �cf	 ����� i	e	�

An � A if and only if d�y� An�� d�y� A� for all y � IRn�

where
d�y� A� � inffkz � yk � z � Ag�

lim inf
n��

An � fz � lim sup
n��

d�z� An� � �g

lim sup
n��

An � fz � lim inf
n��

d�z� An� � �g

and An � A means lim infn��An � lim supn��An � A	

Let �x� y� � graphF be a given point	 We use the notation

DtF �h� � t���F �x� th�� y� for t � ��

De�nition ��� The mapping F � X��IRn is said to be proto�di�erentiable at a point
�x� y� � graphF � if there is a set�valued mapping DF � X��IRn such that DtF con�
verges in graph to DF while t � �� i�e��

graphDF � lim
t��

graphDtF in X � IRn�
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We denote the proto�derivative �the mapping DF � by DF �x� y� to indicate the depen�
dence on the chosen point	

De�nition ��� The mapping F � X��IRn is called semi�di�erentiable at a point
�x� y� � graphF � if the limit

DF �x� y� h�� � lim
t���h�h�

F �x � th�� y

t

exists for all h� � X�

The di�erent di�erentiability concepts are compared in ��� �
�	 In ��
�� it has been
established that� if a mapping is directionally respectively proto�di�erentiable and
pseudo�Lipschitzian� then it is semi�di�erentiable� too	 The semi�di�erentiability has
the advantage to generate a derivative that forms a continuous multifunction with re�
spect to the direction �cf	 ����	
All derivatives above build some cone�approximation of the graph of the multifunction	
The latter one is continuous	
Continuous tangential approximations of set�valued mappings are considered also in
���� ���	 It has been shown in ��� that such tangential approximations� if they exist�
coincide with the semi�derivatives	

� Steiner selections

��� A Steiner center for asymptotically a�ne sets

In this section� we introduce the notions of an asymptotically a�ne set and a Steiner
center for such kind of sets	
Let C � IRn be a closed convex set	 We consider the representation of C as a Minkowski
sum of its recession cone and a convex hull of a set� which possesses extreme points	
Recall that the recession cone K�C� and the recession subspace S�C� are de�ned by

K�C� � fy � IRn � x� �y � C �x � C �� � IR�g

S�C� � fz � IRn � x� �z � C �x � C �� � IRg

Further we denote by T �C� the complement subspace of S�C� and by �C the set of
extreme points of C	
It is a well�known fact from convex analysis that the set CT �� C 	 T �C� possesses
extreme points� i	e	� �CT �� � and the set C can be represented as follows�

C � co �CT �K�C�� �
�

where co �CT denotes the convex hull of �CT 	
Using the representation we impose restrictions on �CT to introduce the asymptotically
a�ne sets	





De�nition ��� We call a closed convex set C � IRn asymptotically a�ne if the cor�
responding set �CT is bounded�

We denote the set co� �CT � by CS	 It is evident that CS is a compact set	

Example ��� All compact sets are asymptotically a�ne� obviously�

Example ��� All polyhedral sets are asymptotically a�ne by Theorem ���� in �	
�

Example ��� All �cylindric� sets of the form B�y� ��� IR for some y � IRn or� more
generally� all sets of the form C � IRk� � 
 k � n� where C is a compact subset of
IRn�k�

We proceed with the de�nition and properties of the Steiner center	

De�nition ��� Given a compact convex set C � IRn� the Steiner center st�C� of C is
dened in the following way�

st�C� �
Z
�

np��p� C���dp��

where
� denotes the unit sphere in IRn�
� is a normalized isometry�invariant measure on ��
���� C� is the support function of C	

Recall that the support function ���� C� � IRn � IR of a closed convex set C � IRn is
de�ned by

��p� C� � sup
y�C

hp� yi�

This point was �rst introduced by Steiner ���� in 
��� for a C��convex plane curve as
the barycenter of the curvature measure	 The de�nition given above was introduced
by Shepard ����	 As a matter of fact� we can use any probability measure � on � in
the de�ning formula and the properties of the Steiner center used for our purposes
still remain true	 We recall these properties as well as the properties of the support
function which determine to great extend those mentioned �rst	

� ���� C� is �nite for all p � IRn and for a compact convex set C�

� ��p� �C� � ���p� C� for all p � IRn� for all �  �

� ��p� C � C�� � ��p� C� � ��p� C��� where C and C� are compact convex sets	

� ��p� C� 
 ��p� C�� for C � C� and C and C� are compact convex sets	
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Throughout the paper we denote the Hausdor� distance between two sets A�B � IRn

by
dH�a� b� � maxfe�A�B�� e�B�A�g�

where
e�A�B� � sup

y�A
d�y� B�

Basic properties of the Steiner center are the following ones�


	 st�C� � C for all compact convex sets C � IRn	

�	 st��A� �B� � �st�A� � �st�B� for any real numbers � and � and any compact
convex sets A and B	

�	 The mappingC �� st�C� de�ned for all nonempty convex compact sets is Hausdor��
Lipschitz�

kst�A�� st�B�k 
 LdH�A�B��

The best value for the Lipschitz�constant L has been proved �cf	����� to be the
inverse of the Wallis integral� i	e	�

L �
�

	���
��
n� �

�
���

n� 


�
����

De�nition ��� A Steiner senter st�C� of an asymptotically a�ne set C is the Steiner
center of the corresponding set CS� i�e� st�C� � st�CS��

Note that st�C� � CS � C	 Moreover� if C is a compact set� the CS � C and thus the
Steiner center coincides with the point from the �rst de�nition	 The property �	� i	e	
the a�ne character of the mapping C �� st�C�� remains valid for asymptotically a�ne
sets� too	 The property �	 has to be modi�ed	 The Hausdor� distance between two
unbounded sets A and B could be �nite in the special situation� when K�A� � K�B�	
This is� however� not necessary for obtaining a Lipschitz behaviour of the Steiner
centers	

Proposition ��	 The mapping A �� st�A� dened for all nonempty asymptotically
a�ne sets has Lipschitz behaviour in the following sense�

kst�A�� st�B�k 
 LdH�AS� BS��

with the same Lipschitz�constant as in 	�

Proof� The statement is an immediate consequence of the de�nitions and property
�	 �

The observation in this proposition is very easy� but it has nontrivial consequences for
the existence of Lipschitz selections of set�valued mappings	
Let us consider a multifunction F � X��IRn� where X is a linear normed space	 In
the remainder of this section we suppose that for all x � X� F �x� are non�empty
asymptotically a�ne sets	
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De�nition ��
 The function f � X � IRn� dened by

f�x� � st��F �x��S�

is said to be a Steiner selection of F �

If� in addition� F is a locally Lipschitzian mapping� i	e	� for any �x � X there exist a
constant L and a neighbourhood U of �x such that

dH�F �x��� F �x��� 
 Lkx� � x�k for all x�� x� � U�

then the Steiner selection is locally Lipschitzian by the result of Aubin and Cellina
��	 Results about existence of Lipschitz�continuous selections are given in �� 
� ���
including the case of F �X� being unbounded sets	 The results in �
� suppose X to
be a compact metric space� and among other assumptions� one of the following two is
required�

� F���y� � fx � X � y � F �x�g is open in X for all y � IRn	

� intF �x� �� � for all x � X	

where intA denotes the interior of A	 Among general results� we are aiming at some
application of them in optimization	 The graph of solution sets mappings of perturbed
�parametric� optimization problems is closed under relatively mild assumptions and
solution sets have non�empty interior very seldom	
We will call a multifunction Fs with the property that graphFs � graphF a subfunction

of F 	 It is clear that if there exists a locally Lipschitzian subfunction of F with compact
values then Fs and� thus� also F has a locally Lipschitz�continuous selection	 We
consider the subfunction Fs de�ned by

Fs�x� � co d�F �x��T �cf	 
� ���

Fs is well�de�ned	
The example below shows that none of the requirements for the results cited above is
satis�ed� i	e	�
intF �x� � � for all x � X� F���y� is closed for all y � IRn and dH�F �x�� F �y�� �
� �x �� y	 But the corresponding subfunction Fs in the example is locally Lipschitzian
and� consequently� the Steiner selection of F is Lipschitz�continuous by the Proposition	

Example ��� F � IR��IR� is dened by setting

F �x� � f�y�� y�� y�� � sinx�y� � cosx�y�  ��
sinx�y� � cosx�y� 
 ��
y� � x g

It is easy to see that the Steiner selection of F is f�x� � ��� �� x�	
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��� Directional di�erentiability of the Steiner selection

In this section� we give su�cient conditions for the �Hadamard�� directional di�er�
entiability of the Steiner selection	 Our basic assumption is that the multifunction
F � X��IRn under consideration has non�empty asymptotically a�ne values	 At the
end of this section we will make a comparison between the results known from the
literature and those stated here	
First� we prove a statement that will be applied in the proof of the main result� but
might be a useful and interesting observation independently	

Lemma ���� Let F � X��IRn be compact valued and locally upper Lipschitzian at �x�
i�e�� there exists a constant L and a neighbourhood U of �x�

dH�F �x�� F ��x�� 
 Lkx� �xk �x � U

Let ��p� F ��x�� be the support function of F ��x�� kpk � 
 and ��p� F ��x�� � hp� �yi for
some �y � F ��x�� Suppose that F is semi�di�erentiable at the point ��x� �y� with the semi�
derivative DF ��x� �y� h� in direction h�
Then ��p�DF ��x� �y� h�� is nite and bounded by Lkhk�

Proof�

Claim �� hp� zi 
 � for all z � TF ��x���y�� where TF ��x���y� is the tangent cone of F ��x�
at the point �y	
Recall that TF ��x���y� � limt��

�
t
�F ��x�� �y�� where the limit is understood in the sense of

Kuratowski�Painlev�e	 Assume the opposite to be true� i	e	

hp� zi � c � � for some z � TF ��x���y��

Then there exist sequences fzig� ftig� i � 
� �� � � � such that ti � �� zi � z and
yi � �y � tizi � F ��x�	 By c � �� there exists an i� such that hp� zii � � �i  i�	
Consequently� hp� yii � hp� �yi � tihp� zii � hp� �yi for i large enough� which is a contra�
diction to the de�nition of a support function	

Claim �� e�DF ��x� �y� h�� TF ��x���y�� 
 Lkhk	
Let z � DF ��x� �y� h�	 By de�nition there exists sequences fhig� ftig� fyig� fzig i �

� �� � � � such that ti � �� hi � h� zi � z and yi � �y � tizi � F ��x� tihi�	
We denote the metric projection of the point y on the set A by prAy	 Let us� in
particular� denote �yi � prF ��x�yi	 It is well�known that kprAy � �yk 
 ky � �yk ��y � A �
and hence

k�yi � �yk 
 kyi � �yk 
 tikzik�

This implies that k��yi � �y�
tik is a bounded sequence and� consequently� it has a
convergent subsequence�

��yik � �y�
tik � �z�

Obviously� �z � TF ��x���y�	 The following sequence of inequalities holds true�

k�z � zk � limk��k
�yik � �y

tik
�
yik � �y

tik
k

�



� limk��k
yik � �yik

tik
k


 limk��



tik
dH�F ��x� tikhik�� F ��x��


 limk��Lkhikk � Lkhk

The two assertions imply the desired estimate for ��p�DF ��x� �y� h���

��p�DF ��x� �y� h�� � maxfhp� zi � z � DF ��x� �y� h�g

� maxfhp� z � �zi� hp� �zi � z � DF ��x� �y� h�� �z � prT z � TF ��x���y�g


 max
z
fkpkkz � �zk� hp� �zig


 Lkhk

�

Recall that DF ��x� �y� �� � TF ��x���y� and DF ��x� �y� �� is positive homogeneous	 Observe
that DF ��x� �y� h� �� � for all h� by the Lipschitz�property and the assumption that
F �x� �� � for all x � X	

Theorem ���� Given a multifunction F � X��IRn� suppose that

� the corresponding subfunction Fs �cf� 
� is locally upper Lipschitzian at all points
x � X�

� Fs is semi�di�erentiable at all points �x� y� � graphF such that y � bdF �x��
where bd stands for the boundary of F �x��

Then the Steiner selection f of F is Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at all points
x � X� Moreover� the directional derivative of F is given by the following formula�

f ��x� h� �
Z
�

np��p�DFs�x� yp� h���dp�� ���

where yp � Fs�x� � ��p� Fs�x�� � hp� ypi�

Proof� Given a direction h� and p � �� we consider

lim
t���h�h�

f�x� th�� f�x�

t
� lim

t���h�h�

Z
�

np
��p� Fs�x� th��� ��p� Fs�x��

t
��dp� ���

We denote by �y and �yt the points from Fs�x� and Fs�x � th�� respectively� such that
��p� Fs�x�� � hp� �yi and ��p� Fs�x � th�� � hp� �yti	 It is clear that �y � bdF �x�	
Consider DFs�x� �y� h��	 By the virtue of the previous lemma hp� zi is bounded for
z � DFs�x� �y� h��	 Let us denote by �z the maximum point�i	e	�

��p�DFs�x� �y� h��� � hp� �zi�


�



The following estimation holds due to the �rst assumption and the properties of the
support function�

t�����p� Fs�x � th��� ��p� Fs�x���

� t��hp� �yt � �yi


 Lkhk

Consequently� we can exchange the limit and the integral in � by Lebesque Theorem	
Thus� f has the same di�erentiability properties as the support function	 We consider
lim sup t�����p� Fs�x � th�� � ��p� Fs�x���	 The sequence t

����yt � �y� is bounded and�
hence it has a converging subsequence t��i ��yti � �y�� for which the lim sup is attained�

t��i ��yti � �y�� z while ti � �� hi � h�

Consequently� z � DF �x� �y� h�	 Thus

lim sup
t���h�h�

t�����p� Fs�x� th��� ��p� Fs�x��� ��

� lim
i��

t��i hp� �yti � �yi

� hp� zi 
 hp� �zi

On the other hand we consider the points yt � Fs�x� th�� yt � �y� tzt with zt � �z for
t � �� h� h�� which exist by the de�nition of a semi�derivative	

lim inf
t���h�h�




t
���p� Fs�x � th��� ��p� Fs�x��� ���

� lim inf
t���h�h�




t
� max
Fs�x�th�

hp� yi � hp� �yi�

 lim inf
t���h�h�




t
�hp� yti � hp� �yi�

� lim inf
t���h�h�

hp� zti � hp� �zi

The inequalities  and � imply the assertion	 �

The notion of semi�di�erentiability and upper Lipschitz�continuity have a local char�
acter� so that the question of a �local version� of the theorem above is of interest	
Moreover� to verify these properties for particular mappings might be a di�cult task	
A similar question arises also if Fs has empty images at some points	 Such a local
version is contained in the next corollary� the proof of which follows from the proof of
the previous theorem	

Corollary ���� Let F � X��IRn and a point �x � X be given� Suppose the correspond�
ing subfunction Fs to be Lipschitzian �locally upper Lipschitzian� at the point �x and
semi�di�erentiable at all points ��x� y�� y � bdFs��x��
Then the Steiner selection f of F is a Lipschitz�continuous �locally upper Lipschitz�
continuous� mapping� f is Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at �x and the direc�
tional derivative satises the formula 	�







Now� we would like to formulate a statement relating the directional and proto� di�er�
entiability of a set�valued mapping with the directional di�erentiability of the Steiner
selection	

Corollary ���� Given a multifunction F � X��IRn� suppose the corresponding sub�
function Fs to be locally upper Lipschitzian �Lipschitzian� and directionally or proto�
di�erentiable at all points �x� y� � graphFs � y � bdFs��x��
Then the Steiner selection f of F is �Hadamard��directionally di�erentiable and the
directional derivative satises the formula 	�
If the assumptions hold only for a xed point �x� then the Steiner selection is �Lipschitz��
continuous and �Hadamard��directionally di�erentiable at �x�

Proof� The proof is the same as that of Theorem �	

	 We have to take into
account that directional di�erentiability together with Lipschitz�continuity imply semi�
di�erentiability� as it has been proven in ��
�	 In case of upper Lipschitz�continuity
we follow the same proof considering all limits for �xed direction h and obtain the
directional di�erentiability of the selection	 �

At the end of this section we compare the results above with those presented in �
��	
It has been shown there that the Steiner selection is di�erentiable if F �x� are non�
empty compact convex sets and F has an a�ne approximation A such that A�x� are
non�empty compact convex sets�too	 The semi�derivatives or the directional derivatives
build a cone�approximation of F and it cannot be expected that some of them is an
a�ne approximation	 Moreover� these derivatives are always unbounded in case F �x�
is not a singleton	 Semi� and directional derivatives are established approximations�
studied and used in the literature �cf	 ��� 
�� �
� ���� etc	� for di�erent purposes	 This
is the reason we gave our preference to them	

� Existence of directionally di�erentiable selections

via partition of unity

This section is devoted to another approach for establishing a relation between the
di�erentiability properties of a set�valued mapping and its selections	 This is a general
tool of analysis and very often used while constructing selections	 We exploit the
existence of a continuous partition of unity� subordinated to a given open covering of
a linear normed space	
We recall that� given a linear normed space X and an open covering X � ���	V� of it�
a continuous partition of unity subordinated to fV�g	 is an union fg�g	 of continuous
functions g� such that�

� � 
 g��x� 
 
 for all x � X�

� ���	�suppg�� � X�

� for any � �  there exists a �nite number of � �  such that suppg�	suppg� �� ��


�



� for any � �  it holds suppg� � V�	

Of course� the existence of such a partition is known for a wider class of spaces� but
this formulation corresponds to our setting	
We �rst formulate two lemmas	

Lemma ��� Let F � X��IRn be semi�di�erentiable at ��x� �y�� Then the semi�derivative
is a continuous function of h in the sense that

lim inf
h�h�

DF ��x� �y� h� � lim sup
h�h�

DF ��x� �y� h� � DF ��x� �y� h���

Proof� The assertion has been proved in ��� for the case where X is a �nite�
dimensional space	 The proof works also for linear normed spaces and is omitted
here	 �

We denote the metric projection of y � IRn onto a closed convex set A by prAy	

Lemma ��� Given a multifunction F � X��IRn and a point �x � X such that F �x� ��
x��x

F ��x��
suppose that the single�valued mapping y � X � IRn is continuous at �x� Then the metric
projection f�x� � prF �x�y�x� is continuous at �x�

Proof� We choose some positive number �� and set

�� � maxf

�� ky��x�k� �d�y��x�� F ��x�� � ��g

Following the monograph ����� we de�ne

�d��C�D� � inff  � � C 	 �B � D � B�D 	 �B � C � Bg

as the ��distance between the sets C and D	 Here B denotes the closed unit ball in
IRn and �  ��	
An observation ��	�� concerning the metric projection of a point to di�erent sets has
been made in ����� namely

kprCy � prDyk 
 ���� �d���� �C�D�

where �  maxf

�� kyk� d�y� C� � d�y�D�g	 Then we have

kf�x�� f��x�k � kprF �x�y�x�� prF ��x�y��x�k


 kprF �x�y�x�� prF �x�y��x�k� kprF �x�y��x�� prF ��x�y��x�k


 ky�x�� y��x�k� ���� �d���� �F �x�� F ��x��

Theorem �	�� from the same monograph states that �d���� �F �x�� F ��x�� ��
x��x

� if and only
if F �x� ��

x��x
F ��x� in the sense of Kuratowski�Painlev�e	 By assumption� this is satis�ed	

In this case d�y��x�� F �x� converges to d�y��x�� F ��x� and� therefore� for x close to �x the
chosen �� is large enough	 Thus� applying the cited theorem and the continuity of y we
get the continuity of f 	 �
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Theorem ��� Let F � X��IRn be lower semi�continuous multifunction with non�
empty closed convex images and closed graph� We assume that for all x � X there is a
y � IRn such that F is semi�di�erentiable at �x� y� and the semi�derivativeDF �x� y� h� ��
f�g for any direction h � X�
Given such a point ��x� �y� there exists a continuous selection f of F with f��x� � �y�
which is Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at �x with a derivative

f ���x� h� � DF ��x� �y� h�� �h � X�

Proof� Let ��x� �y� � graphF be the chosen point	 We de�ne a neighbourhood U�x of
�x by �xing some � � � and setting U�x � �x� �B	 Here B is the open unit ball in X	
DF ��x� �y� �� is a continuous set�valued mapping � by Lemma �	
 Hence� there exists a
continuous selection �z�h� � DF ��x� �y� h�	 Let us consider the restriction of �z��� on the
unit sphere and de�ne z��� by setting�

z�h� � �z�h� for h � khk � 
�

z�h� � khk�z�h
khk� for h � � � khk � 
�

z��� � �

Consequently� z��� is a continuous positive homogeneous mapping� de�ned on the closed
unit ball of X	 It is obvious that z�h� � DF ��x� �y� h�	
Pick up a point x � U�x	 It can be represented as

x � �x � kx� �xk
x� �x

kx� �xk
� �x � �h

by setting

� � kx� �xk and h �
x� �x

kx� �xk

Consider F �x�� x � U�x and choose y � F �x� that are metric projections of �y�z�x� �x�
onto F �x�	 We de�ne

f�x�x� � prF �x���y � z�x� �x���

Having in mind Lemma �	�� we have to clarify that for any point !x � U�x one has
F �x� ��

x�
x
F �!x� in order to prove the continuity of f�x at !x	 By the lower semi�continuity

of F � we have
F �!x� � lim inf

x�
x
F �x� �cf	 Lemma �	�	�	 in ��� �

On the other hand�
lim sup
x�
x

F �x� � F �!x�

since F has a closed graph	 Consequently�

F �!x� � lim sup
x�
x

F �x� � lim inf
x�
x

F �x�

and f�x is continuous at any point of U�x	
We consider further all points x � X � kx � �xk  �	 There exists a y � F �x�� F is
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semi�di�erentiable at �x� y� and we can construct a neighbourhood Ux and a continuous
mapping fx � Ux � IRn in the same way	 We set U c

x � XnU�x and de�ne neighbourhoods

V�x � U�x�

Vx �
�

�
Ux for all x � U c

x�

It is clear that
�
�
x�Uc

x

Vx� � V�x � X�

Let fg�g	 be the partition of the unity subordinated to this covering	 This means that
any g� corresponds to a neighbourhood Vx	 We denote this neighbourhood by V� and
the mapping fx by f�	 Now set�

f�x� �
X
��	

g��x�f��x��

f��� is well�de�ned by suppg� � V�� where f� is de�ned	 Note also that f is continuous
as a sum of continuous functions	 Given a point x�

P
��	 g��x�f��x� is a �nite sum

by the local �niteness of the partition of unity	 It is a convex combination of points
f��x� � F �x� and� thus� f�x� � F �x�� i	e f is a continuous selection of F 	
Since the point �x and some part of V�x are not overlapped by other open sets Vx� there
exists a function g�� such that g���x� � 
 for all x in some smaller neighbourhood �V � V�x	
Consequently� f�x� � f�x�x� on �V 	 Therefore� f��x� � �y and f is Hadamard�directionally
di�erentiable at �x with f ���x� h� � DF ��x� �y� h�� �h � X� by the construction of f�x	
This completes the proof	 �

Now some comparison between the two results is necessary	 An advantage of the last
construction is that the assumptions imposed on the set�valued mapping are milder
than those required in the Theorem �	

	 The disadvantages are

� the implicit character of the construction � there is no formula for computing the
value of the selection and its directional derivative�

� the constructed selection is directionally di�erentiable only at a chosen point� the
di�erentiability property cannot be globalized	 The only possible globalization is
the following�

Remark ��� Under the assumptions of the previous theorem suppose that xi � X� i �
I� where I is some index�set� are such that

�i� there is � � � with B�xi� �� 	B�xj� �� �i � j�

�ii� �i � I there is a yi � F �xi� � F is semi�di�erentiable at �xi� yi� with a semi�
derivative DF �xi� yi� h� �� f�g for any h � X�

Then there is a continuous selection f of F such that �i � I f�xi� � yi and f is
Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at xi with f ��xi� h� � DF �xi� yi� h�� �h � X�






In �
�� Dommisch establishes two results on the topic	 The existence of a smooth
partition of unity in IRn is exploited there to prove the existence of a smooth selection
in the following sitations�

� F acts from a closed subset of IRm in IRn and has convex images and open
preimages� i	e	� F���y� � fx � X � y � F �x�g is open in X for all y � IRn	

� The graph of F has a smooth boundary in the sense that the support function is
continuously di�erentiable everywhere	

Applications of these results for mappings arising from optimization problems are dif�
�cult	 The assumptions in the �rst statement imply the openness of the graph of the
multifunction	 The graph of a set�valued mapping is closed under relatively mild as�
sumptions and it is not natural to require some stronger regularity like di�erentiability�
supposing the graph to be open	 The second statement is obtained by using a selec�
tion similar to the Steiner selection and therefore it is not a surprising result� but it
assumes conditions� that are hard to verify and even to ful�l	 Moreover� we would like
to keep X a �possibly� in�nite dimensional space� which is essential for the application
we present in the section �	

� Measurability� Castaing representation

and Delta�Theorems

We equip the linear normed space X with a ��algebra A	 In our further considerations
this will be mainly the Borel ��algebra� which we denote by B�X�	 We use the following
de�nition of measurability �see also ��� ����

De�nition ��� A mapping f � �X�A�� IRn is measurable if for any open set C � IRn

the preimage f���C� � fx � X � F �x� � Cg belongs to A�
A multifunction F � �X�A���IRn is measurable if for any open set C � IRn

F���C� � fx � X � F �x� 	 C �� �g � A�

Recall that f � �X�A� � IRn is called a measurable selection of F if f is measurable
and f�x� � F �x� almost surely	
It is known �cf	 ������ that a closed�valued measurable multifunction in a Polish target
space possesses a measurable selection	 Furthermore� for a multifunction F with non�
empty closed values in a Polish target space �in our case this is IRn�� we can choose a
countable family of measurable selections ffng that pointwise �lls up the values of the
multifunction�

for each x � X� F �x� � cl���n��fn�x���

Such a countable family is called a Castaing representation for the multifunction	 More�
over� the existence of such a representation characterizes measurability	
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Our aim is to construct measurable selections� respectively Castaing representations of
a multifunction F � X��IRn with additional regularity properties� namely directional
di�erentiability	 Why this is of interest will become clear when we take into consider�
ation the so�called delta�approach	 Delta�theorems are concerned with the asymptotic
distribution of functions of random elements	

Theorem ��� Let f � �X�B�X�� � IRn be measurable and Hadamard�directionally
di�erentiable at some point �x � X� Suppose that �n�xn� �x� are some random elements
of X converging in distribution to some element z� written

���n �xn � �x�
d
� z

while �n � � and z is a random element in some separable subspace of X� Then

�n�f�xn�� f��x��
d
� f ���x� z��

Here
d
� denotes convergence in distribution	

Recall that convergence in distribution of a sequence of random elements xn�
xn � �"�A� P �� X means the weak� convergence of the measures �n � P � x��n these
elements unduce on the space X	 A sequence of probability measures �n on a separabel
metric space X weakly� converges to � �cf	���� if

lim
n��

Z
g�x��n�dx� �

Z
g�x���dx�

for all bounded continuous functions g � X � IR	 Convergence in distribution of
set�valued mappings is considered in ��� and we recall some facts for the sake of
completeness and for the convenience of the reader	
A closed�valued multifunction F � �"�A���IRn can be identi�ed with a single valued
mapping !F � �"�A�� F�IRn�� where F�IRn� is the hyperspace of all closed subsets of
IRn equipped with the topology of Kuratovski�Painlev�e�convergence	 It is known that
F�IRn� is then a Polish space	 Measurability of F is equivalent to measurability of
!F 	 Then� in a natural way� convergence in distribution of Fn to some F is understood
as the weak� convergence of the measures unduced on F�IRn� by !Fn	 Relying on the
fact that a sequence of closed sets converges in F�IRn� if and only if the sequence of
the distance functions converges pointwise� Salinetti and Wets demonstrated in ����
Theorem � that a sequence of multivalued mappings fFng converges in distribution
if and only if the distance processes fd��� Fn�g converge as stochastic processes on IRn	
The �rst generalized delta�theorem for set�valued mappings was formulated by King
��
�	 Other versions are given in ���� by Shapiro and in ���� by Lachout	

Theorem ��� Let F � �X�B�X����IRn be closed�valued measurable multifunction de�
ned on a separable complete metric space X� Suppose that xn satisfy a generalized
central limit formula with limit �x� i�e�� there is a sequence ftng� tn  � monotonically
decreasing to � and a limit distribution z such that

t��n �xn � �x�
d
� z


�



as random variables in X�
Assume� additionally� that F is almost surely semi�di�erentiable at ��x� �y� for some �y �
F ��x� with respect to the measure induced by z� Then fF �xn�g satises the generalized
central limit formula

t��n �F �xn�� �y�
d
� DF ��x� �y� z�

as random closed sets in IRn or� equivalently�

d��� t��n �F �xn�� �y��
d
� d��� DF ��x� �y� z��

as stochastic processes on IRn�

Here semi�di�erentiability almost surely means that the convergence of the di�erential
quotients holds for all but a set of measure � directions	
Some natural question arise� What is the behaviour of the measurable selections of F if
F satis�es the central limit formula above� Do these selections satisfy a similar central
limit formula� Do the delta�theorem for single�valued mappings apply to them�
A general answer to these questions is not known	 The main results of this section
will contribute to the investigations of this matter	 First� we will formulate theorems
on Castaing representations with di�erentiability properties	 We will see that the two
di�erent constructions lead to substantially di�erent statements	

Theorem ��� Let X be a linear normed space and F � X��IRn be a measurable multi�
function with non�empty compact convex images� Suppose that F is locally Lipschitzian
at any point x � X and semi�di�erentiable at any point �x� y� � graphF � y � bdF �x��
Then F admits a Castaing representation by �Steiner� selections ffng with the follow�
ing property�
For any point �x� y� � graphF and for any � � � there is a selection fn such that
ky � fn�x�k 
 � and fn is Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at x with derivative
satisfying the formula 	�
If F is semi�di�erentiable at �x� fn�x�� then f �n�x� h� � DF �x� fn�x�� h�� �h � X�

Proof� Let fyng be a dense set of points in F �X�	 Now� pick up a point yn	
There exists an xn � yn � F �xn�	 A probability measure �n on � can be chosen
such that yn � st�F �xn�� using the measure in the de�ning formula for the Steiner
center	 By Theorem �	

 the Steiner selection �de�ned with respect to the measure
�n� is Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable and has a value yn	 Moreover� the Steiner
selection is measurable �see ����	 We denote it by fn	 Evidently� the family ffng of
selections constructed through the points yn is a Castaing representation of F with the
desired property	 �

Theorem ��� Let X be a separable normed linear space and F � X��IRn be a mea�
surable lower semi�continuous multifunction with non�empty closed convex images and
closed graph� Suppose that F is semi�di�erentiable at all points �x� y� � graphF � Then
F admits a Castaing representation by continuous selections ffng with the following
property�
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For any point �x� y� � graphF and for any � � � there is a selection fn such that
ky�fn�x�k 
 � and fn is Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at some !x � kx� !xk 
 �
with f �n�!x� h� � DF �!x� fn�!x�� h�� �h � X�

Proof� By the separability of X� there exist countably many points xn which span
a dense subset of X	 Consider F �xn� and choose fying to be countable set of points
that are dense in F �xn�	 Fixing a point �xn� y

i
n� we apply Theorem �	� to construct

a continuous selection fni through fy
i
ng and Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at

xn with directional derivatives belonging to the corresponding semi�derivative of F 	
The selection fni is measurable by its continuity	 The family ffnig is the Castaing
representation of F we are looking for	 �

Note that the semi�di�erentiability of F is actually not needed at all points of its
graph	It is enough to have this property at a set of points that is countable and dense
in graphF 	

The �rst theorem imposes stronger restrictions on the multifunction under considera�
tion	 On the other hand� in this case we get a family of selections that are directionally
di�erentiable everywhere due to the properties of the Steiner selection	 In the second
theorem� we get a family of selections that provide directional di�erentiability at some
points� which are close to the points we consider	 However� if we are interested in
obtaining a Castaing representation with di�erentiability properties at some particular
point� the construction of the latter theorem works�

Corollary ��� Suppose the assumptions of Theorem ��� and let x � X be a given
point� Then F admits a Castaing representation ffng with the properties stated there
and� moreover� all of the functions fn are Hadamard�directionally di�erentiable at x�

Results of this kind are interesting for their application to obtain central limit formulas
for selections of multifunctions	 Now� we are ready to come back to this problem	

Proposition ��	 Let F � X��IRn be a measurable multifunction and suppose that
either the assumptions of Theorem ��� or those of Theorem ��� hold true� Let us
assume that the random elements xn � X satisfy a generalized central limit formula
with limit �x� i�e��

t��n �xn � �x�
d
� z

as random variables in X�
Given a point �y � F ��x�� then fF �xn�g satises the generalized central limit formula

t��n �F �xn�� �y�
d
� DF ��x� �y� z�

as random closed sets in IRn�
Moreover� F admits a Castaing representation ffkg such that all fk satisfy the gener�
alized central limit formula

t��n �fk�xn�� fk��x��
d
� f �k��x� z� � DF ��x� fk��x�� z�

as random variables on IRn�
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Proof� The proof follows from the previous corollary and the Theorem 	� and
Theorem 	�	 �

Let us mention some of the results published on the topic convergence in distribution of
measurable selections of multifunctions	 Interesting results are given in �
� by Artstein�
where the set of distributions of measurable selections of random sets has been studied
from a slightly di�erent point of view	 Let us �rst emphasize that the distribution of
a random set does not determine the ensemble of distributions of its measurable selec�
tions	 This phenomenon is discussed in �
� and one can also �nd more references on the
matter cited therein	 The primal object in �
� is a given distribution on some compact
subset of a complete separable metric space	 The question is considered which distribu�
tions on the space are induced by selections of random sets with the given probability
distribution	 It has been shown that these distributions build a convex compact set�
which depends continuously on the given distribution	 The conclusion for our research
on proving central limit formulas for selections �like in the previous proposition� is that
we cannot expect to get some formula for all the measurable selections of the mapping
F 	 In ��� �almost� Castaing representations are considered	
Comparable results are given by King ��
� and Lachout ����	 In Theorem �	� in ��
�
a generalized central limit formula for all measurable selections is established under
the assumption that the multifunction has a kind of Lipschitz behaviour� F ��x� � �y�
and DF ��x� �y� z� is single�valued almost everywhere	 As noticed in the same paper�
under these conditions F is not far from being single�valued in a small neighbourhood
of �x	 In our paper we would like to keep the multivaluedness of the mapping under
consideration	 This is essential for the application of our result �Proposition 	�� we
will present in the next section	
Another relevant result is contained in the paper ����	 A multifunction acting between
two in�nite�dimensional spaces is considered there	 The values F �x� are supposed to
be compact and F ��x� � �y to be a singleton	 The statement is that the measurable
selections f of F do not satisfy the central limit formula themselves� but there are
subsequences for which the formula holds	
Summarizing we can say that we do not have a result stating a central limit formula
for all selections of the multifunction� but we are able to construct a Castaing repre�
sentation with this property under relatively general assumptions	 Having in mind the
literature mentioned above� it is clear that statements of this kind should be possible
for all measurable selections under very restrictive assumptions only	

� Two�stage stochastic programs

In this section we present a non�trivial example of a set�valued mapping� which satis�es
the assumptions of the main results of the previous sections	 We will consider stochas�
tic optimization problems subjected to perturbations	 The solution set mapping of
these problems will be the subject of our investigations	 We shall see how Proposition
	� leads to statements about the asymptotic behaviour of solution sets	

Let us consider a two�stage stochastic program with linear recourse and random right�
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hand side�

minfg�x� �Q��Ax� � x � Cg ���

Q���� �
Z
IRm

!Q�� � ����d��� ���

!Q�z� � minfq�y � Wy � z� y  �g ���

where g � IRn � IR is a convex function� C � IRn is a non�empty closed convex
set and � is a Borel probability measure on IRm	 Furthermore� q � IRs and A �
L�IRn� IRm�� W � L�IRs� IRm�	 We make use of the general assumptions �A
���A���
which are common in the literature in order to make the problem well�de�ned	

�A
� W �IRs
�� � IRm �complete recourse��

�A�� MD �� fu � IRm �W�u 
 qg �� � �dual feasibility��

�A��
R

IRm

kzk��dz� � �� ��nite �rst moment�	

Having in mind linear programming theory� observe that �A
� and �A�� imply !Q�z� to
be �nite for all z � IRm	 Due to �A�� also the integral of !Q�z� is �nite ����� ����	

The model is derived from an optimization problem with uncertain data� where some
statistical information about the random data is available	 The decision x of the �rst
stage has to be made here and now before observing some realization of �	 It is supposed
to solve the problem�

inffg�x� � x � C�Ax � �g

After observing a realization of � we �x a second�stage decision y �called recourse
action� in order to overcome the deviation ��Ax	 The matrix W determines the rule
to react and q the costs of our reaction	 �A
� means that we are able to overcome
any deviation	 To choose y properly� we minimize its costs	 To choose x properly� we
minimizes the sum of the �rst�stage costs and the expected second�stage costs� caused
by the corrective action y	 Further details and fundamental properties of �two�stage�
stochastic programs can be found in ���� ���	

Precise information about the measure � in practical applications is di�cult to be
gained	 This is the reason for the stability analysis of the problem if the measure
� �and hence Q�� is subjected to perturbations	 The following setting of perturbed
problems will be considered�

inffg�x� �Q�Ax� � x � Cg�

where Q � IRm � IRn is a convex function� considered to be a perturbation �resp	 ap�
proximation� of the expected recourse function Q�	 Resorting to convex perturbations
is motivated by the fact that� given �A
� and �A��� Q� is convex for any probability
measure with �nite �rst moment �cf	 ���� ����	
Let us consider the solution sets of the perturbed problems	 We are interested to have
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some selections of them such that gaining information about the asymptotic behaviour
of the selections at the point Q� is possible	 We denote the solution set mapping by

��Q� � argminfg�x� �Q�Ax� � x � Cg

Two�stage stochastic programs hardly have a unique solution	 This fact has motivated
the attempt to avoid the assumption on the multifunction to be a singleton at certain
points in our investigations	 The next example give an impression on how restrictive
this assumption is	

Example ��� g�x� � �� A � �
� ��� C � ��� 
�� ��� 
�� q � �
� 
�� W � �
��
��
Let � be the uniform distribution on ����
���
�� Then

��Q��

� argminfQ��Ax� � x � ��� 
�� ��� 
�g

� argminf
Z
IR

j� � x�j��d�� � x � ��� 
�� ��� 
�g

� f��� x�� � x� � ��� 
�g � kerA 	 C

One can see that even for very simple examples the solution set is not a singleton	
Under an assumption that Q� is a strictly� respectively strongly convex function we
have the uniqueness of A��Q��� but we cannot expect that kerA � f�g	

Supposed we have some approximations �resp	 estimates� Qn� n � 
� �� � � � of Q� that
satisfy a generalized central limit formula in some functional space	 In order to apply
the delta�theorem approach we have to show �rst that �under some conditions� the
solution set mapping is semi�di�erentiable at �Q�� x� for some �or for all� x � ��Q��	
This question is studied in �
��� where su�cient conditions for the semi�di�erentiability
of � at all points �Q�� x� � x � ��Q�� are given	
Setting D � A�C�� we consider two functional spaces	 The space C����D�R� of
all realvalued continuously di�erentiable functions with locally Lipschitz�continuous
derivative� de�ned on D� and the space C����D�R� of all real valued locally Lipschitz�
continuous functions� de�ned on D	 Both spaces are metrizable �cf	 �
���	 We sup�
pose here that the set C is bounded and endow the space C����D�R� with the usual
Lipschitz�norm�

kfk � kfk� � sup
x�y�D

jf�x�� f�y�j

kx� yk

We work with the corresponding norm�convergence in C����D�R�	

In the following� we always consider the restriction of the solution set mapping � to the
coneK of convex functions in one of the spaces above	 This has an impact on the notion
of semi�di�erantiability	 Considering the semi�derivative at a point �Q�� x� in a certain
direction �v� we assume that the arguments of � lie in K	 Hence� Q�� tv � K �v � �v	
Consequently� v are elements of the closure of the radial tangent cone to K at the point
Q�	 We denote the radial tangent cone to K at the point Q� by

T r
K � f��Q�Q�� � �  �� Q � IRn � IR convexg�

��



Theorem ��� ��	�� Assume ��Q�� to be non�empty and bounded� Let Q� be strictly
convex on some open neighbourhood of A���Q��� and twice continuously di�erentiable
at �� � A���Q��� � f��g� Let g be twice continuously di�erentiable� v � T r

K�Q�� and
x � ��Q���
Assume additionally that�

�i� there exists � � � such that for all t � ��� ��
d�x� ��Q� � tv�� � O�t��

�ii� there exists a neighbourhood U of ��Q�� and constants c � �� � � � such that�

g�x���Q�� tv��Ax�  ��Q�� tv�� cd�x� ��Q�� tv���� �x � U 	C� �t � ��� ���

�iii� for all y � S�x�� where

S�x� � fy � TC�x� � rg�x�y �rQ��Ax�Ay � �g

the corresponding second�order set S��x� y� is non�empty�

S��x� y� � fz � T �
C�x� y� � rg�x�z �rQ��Ax�Az � �g

Then � is directionally di�erentiable at Q� in direction v and

���Q�� x��v� � lim
t���




t
���Q� � tv�� x�

� argmin
�



�
hr�g�x�y� yi�




�
hr�Q��Ax�Ay�Ayi� v��Ax�Ay� � y � S�x�

�
�

The consideration at this place is in the space C����D�R�	
The condition �i� requires a kind of Lipschitz behaviour for the solution set�mapping�
�ii� is a second�order growth�condition� and �iii� imposes a restriction on the second
order tangent set to C at the optimal points with respect to some elements of the
tangent cone	 These conditions are veri�ed in �
�� for the particular case where g
is� in addition� a quadratic function and C is a polyhedral set	 In this case also a
strengthened version of condition �i� is satis�ed� namely�

�i�� there exists � � � such that for all t � ��� ��
dH���Q��� ��Q� � tv�� � O�t�

Let C����D�R� be equipped with its Borel ��algebra	

Proposition ��� Under the conditions of the previous theorem� assuming �i�� instead
of �i�� the mapping � possesses a Castaing representation ffng of Steiner selections
that are directionally di�erentiable at Q� in directions v � T r

K�Q���

��



Proof� We shall have established the proposition� if we verify the conditions of Corol�
lary �	
�	 Then the proof of Theorem 	� can be carried over	 First� we observe that
��Q� are compact convex sets for all Q of the domain of � by the properties of convex
programs and by the assumption that C is bounded	 Hence� Steiner points of ��Q� are
well�de�ned	 Now� we pick up points xn� which build a countable dense set in the im�
age of �	 Let Qn denote those points for which xn � ��Qn�	 Analogously to Theorem
	�� we construct Steiner selections fn through xn that form a Castaing representation	
Now we are left with the task to prove that fn are directionally di�erentiable at Q� in
directions v � T r

K�Q��	 This property follows from the Corollary �	
�� taking into ac�
count that the proof of the directional di�erentiability of the Steiner selection in some
direction requires the directional di�erentiability of the multifunction in this direction�
only	 �

Now we come to the semi�di�erentiability of the solution set�mapping and its conse�
quences	 From now on� we consider the restriction of � on the space C����D�R�	

Theorem ��� ��	�� Assume ��Q�� to be non�empty� g be a quadratic function and C
be a polyhedron� Let Q� be strongly convex on some open neighbourhood of A���Q���
and twice continuously di�erentiable at �� � A���Q��� � f��g� Let x � ��Q���
Then � is semi�di�erentiable at �Q�� x� and the semi�derivative is given by the formula
of the previous theorem�

This result has the following consequences with respect to the delta�approach�

Theorem ��� Under the conditions of the previous theorem suppose that Qn� n �

� �� � � � satisfy the functional central limit formula

t��n �Qn �Q��
d
� � in C����D�R�

for some monotonically decreasing sequence tn � �� Given a point �x � ��Q��� then �
satisfy the generalized central limit formula

t��n ���Qn�� �x�
d
� D��Q�� �x� ��

as random sets in F�IRn��
Moreover� � admits a Castaing representation ffkg of Steiner selections such that all
fk satisfy the central limit formula

t��n �fk�Qn�� fk�Q���
d
� f �k�Q�� �� � D��Q�� fk�Q��� ��

as random variables on IRn and there is a k� such that fk��Q�� � �x�

Proof� The mapping � is semi�di�erentiable at Q� by virtue of the previous theorem	
The assertion follows from Proposition 	� applying Corollary �	
�	 �

Investigating the asymptotic behaviour of solution sets of stochastic programs is be�
yond the scope of this paper	 The last statements have been included for the sake of
giving an application of the results of this paper and yielding non�trivial statements	

��



For investigations on the asymptotic behaviour of stochastic programs the interested
reader is referred to �
�� ��� ��� ��� and the references therein	
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